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Program Notes, cont.

or tinnitus.  The mandible is the jaw bone which is vital to conversation.  The frontal 
bone overlies, and co-evolved with, the frontal lobe of the brain, the seat of higher 
intellectual functioning.  The femur (thigh bone) is key to walking, running, or, in this 
case, trying to learn new dance steps.  The metacarpals are the proximal bones of 
the fingers; Grant’s anatomy text points out that in forming a fist to strike a blow, the 
impact comes on the second and third metacarpals of the dominant hand, so the sixth 
movement is something of a boxing match.

Prelude & Fugue in D Minor
This is a solopiano piece, based on China’s Jiangnan area folk song materials, to use 
Fugue genre, depict the scene of farmers rushed to grow seedlings and to hoe pastoral 
at the spring equinox. 

Horse tail with blood
This is a “metal piece for the horse”. Normally there would be a drum and bass player in 
a metal band, but this piece used the piano to fill the rhythm and make the atmosphere. 
The guitar and violin are used to describe what the horse looks like. 

Five expressions for woodwind quartet
Five Expressions for Woodwind Quartet is a set of 5 miniatures that each display a 
different type of expression.  Each movement also expresses different qualities of 
various instruments; timbre, range, agility, etc. 

Theme and variations in Shad ‘Araban
Theme and Variations in Shad `Araban is a blend of different cultures.  The English 
horn plays the melody in Shad `Araban, a mode of Persian maqam music.  The viola 
represents harmony, and plays a varying drone that acts as a reaction to the melodies 
of the English horn.  The tabla, an instrument typical of Hindustani tradition, provides 
a largely improvised rhythmic background.  Together through this piece, the three 
instruments represent three different traditions of music: Western, Persian, and 
Hindustani.

Ayn Sof & the Library of Babel
In Jorge Luis Borges’ “Library of Babel”, the universe consists of a single library 
containing every possible configuration of four hundred ten page books, along with all 
the variants containing only some misprints; organized in a grid of hexagonal chambers, 
continuing in every direction for a functional eternity. The inhabitants of this library 
(whose dimensions are as large as the observable universe) are doomed to wander 
around for the entirety of their lives, as they are left to either search for some order or 
wander aimlessly through the infinitesimal portion of this universe they occupy.
In “Ayn Sof & The Library of Babel”—Ayn Sof can be translated to “no end”, “there is no 
end”, etc.—, the performer is invited to exercise free will in the duration of the piece, 
just as an inhabitant of Borges’ universe. Each note in the piece is part of an isolated 
system—an array of pitches that are arranged as if they resided within hexagonal 
chambers, as in Borges’ story—navigable by the performer with a certain degree of 
freedom. The performer (starting and ending the piece at any point in the system) 
can therefore aim to create or superimpose order upon the universe of the piece or 
alternatively follow the framework arbitrarily.

Repurposed Wood
Repurposed Wood is an arrangement of four movements from my unfinished String 
Quartet No. 1.  There is an established tradition of playing solo violin and cello 
works (especially those of J.S. Bach) on the marimba, so the ‘repurposing’ of these 
string quartet movements to marimba works well.  Movements 1 and 3 focus on 
unusual timbres not common in marimba literature, while movements 3 and 4 are 
more traditional.  The most interesting transition from strings to marimbas occurs in 
movements 1 and 3, where the extended string techniques that were being utilized had 
to be re-imagined for unique marimba timbres.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors.  
A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role 
in making this a reality.



PROGRAM
from Quartet for Saxophones  (2014)  Evan Williams 
  I.   (b. 1988)
  II.
  VI.
  VII.

Promethean Quartet
Alexander Magg, soprano saxophone
Brandon Jinwoo Choi, alto saxophone

Om Srivastava, tenor saxophone
Ryan Van Scoyk, baritone saxophone

  
Six Bones for Six Bones (2014)   Jonathan Newmark
  I. Calcaneus  (b. 1953)
  II.   Ossicles (Tinnitus)
  III.   Mandible
  IV.  Frontal bone
  V.   Femur
  VI.   Metacarpals

Tyler Bentley, Nikki Hillis, Joseph Murrell, Jacob Niederman, 
John Renfroe, and Melanie Richardson, trombone

Prelude & Fugue in D Minor (2014)  Zuofu He
    (b. 1989)

Hai Jin, piano

Horse tail with blood (2014)  Wen Gao
    (b. 1991)

Yu-Chih Chang, violin
Wen Gao, guitar

Ivan Moscotta, piano

Five Expressions for Woodwind Quartet (2013) Brian Raphael Nabors
  I.  Blithe  (b. 1991)
  II.  Sardonic
  III.  Wry
  IV.  Dreamy
  V.  Sanguine

Xin Peng, flute
Bonnie Farr, oboe

Ki Dong Kim, clarinet
Matthew Cullen, bassoon

Pianori for two pianos eight hands (2013)  Mirae Hwang
    (b. 1985)

Kihwa Kim, Xue Xia, Jimin Seo, and Mirae Hwang, piano

I made you up (inside my head)  Marrisa Dike
 for piano and fixed format electronics  

Brendan Jacklin, piano

Theme and Variations in Shad `Araban (2014)  Bradley Kirkendall
 for English horn, viola and tabla  (b. 1995)

Jonathan Moore, viola
Shawn Hutchison, English horn

Bradley Kirkendall, tabla

Ayn Sof & The Library of Babel (2014)  Tyler Bentley
     (b. 1992)

Kelsey Hutson piano
 

Repurposed Wood for four marimbas (2014)  Mack LaMont
    (b. 1989)

Mack LaMont, Jacob Dike, Brian Rubino, 
and Tyler Eschendal, marimba

 
from klavierstück (2013-4)  Lucas Strakowski
  I.  Of moonlit shores  (b. 1991)

Jonathan Newmark, piano

PROGRAM NOTES: 
Quartet for Saxophones
The Quartet displays a wide range of influences, from the “sound clouds” of Ligeti, the 
“grooves” of Minimalism and Post-minimalism, to the emotionalism of Neo-Romanticism. 
The work is in an arch form, with the first movement related to the last, the second 
to the sixth, and so on. Yet, instead of each pair of movements sharing or providing 
variations on melodic material, they are images “through a mirror, darkly” of the 
other. For example, the explosive opening followed by quiet subtone runs in the first 
movement are reflected in the seventh as loud clarion calls following a similar opening.
The second movement presents a calming theme with variations, while the sixth 
movement presents the [035] trichord from movement II (and throughout the work) in 
an obscured manner inspired by Steve Reich’s Pendulum Music. Movement IV serves 
as the “keystone” movement, having no pair, it is unique from the rest of the piece: a 
loud and quick sixteen measures, presenting dissonant runs. Sandwiched between the 
emotionalism of movements III and V, IV is a confusing blur serving as the mirror of the 
arch form. 

Six bones for six bones
Six Bones was commissioned by Raymond Conklin, professor of trombone at Murray 
State University, for his student trombone choir, Slide Advantage.  It constitutes six 
short character studies each describing a different bone of the human skeleton.  The 
calcaneus (ankle bone) facilitates jumping.  The ossicles are small bones in the ear, 
malfunction of which can easily produce the annoying symptom of ringing in the ears, 


